Functional interactions among neurons in inferior temporal cortex of the awake macaque.
Functional interactions among inferior temporal cortex (IT) neurons were studied in the awake, fixating macaque monkey during the presentation of visual stimuli. Extracellular recordings were obtained simultaneously from several microelectrodes, and in many cases, spike trains from more than one neuron were extracted from each electrode by the use of spike shape sorting technology. Functional interactions between pairs of neurons were measured using cross-correlation. Discharge patterns of single neurons were evaluated using auto-correlation and PST histograms. Neurons recorded on the same electrode (within about 100 microns) had more similar stimulus selectivity and were more likely to show functional interactions than those recorded on different electrodes spaced about 250 to 500 microns apart. Most neurons tended to fire in bursts tens to hundreds of milliseconds in duration, and asynchronously from the stimulus induced rate changes. Correlated neuronal firing indicative of shared inputs and direct interactions was observed. Occurrence of shared input was significantly lower for neuron pairs recorded on different electrodes than for neurons recorded on the same electrode. Direct connections occurred about as often for neurons on different electrodes as for neurons on the same electrode. These results suggest that input projections are usually restricted to less than 500 micron patches and are then distributed over greater distances by intrinsic connections. Measurements of synaptic contribution suggest that typically more than 5 near-simultaneous inputs are required to cause an IT neuron to discharge.